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Have you ever been behind the scenes in a post office? There are 
lots of similiarities between what goes on there and what happens 
inside a typical microcomputer.

Our postmaster acts the same way a micro’s CPU does when it 
decides what mail goes where. Large banks of boxes are available 
where users can go to pick up their mail. Any particular box might 
be for a family, for a business, for a club, or for a church, just as any 
particular location in a micro’s address space can have various uses. 
These locations can be used for temporary or permanent storage of 
data and programs, or they can let you input or output to the real 
world.

Addresses  and  Address
Spaces
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Some post office boxes may be empty or unrented. Others may 
be seldom used. Yet others will be very busy and may even over- 
flow if they aren’t continuously emptied. In the same way, some 
locations in a micro’s address space will be extremely busy, while 
others will not be used at all or may rarely see any action. 

The rules at the post office say you have to use the postmaster  
to get something from one box to another. You aren’t allowed to 
stuff something into someone else’s box on your own. Most older 
microprocessors work the same way. Almost everything you do  
with a micro has to go through the CPU’s "hands." Some of the 
newest micros do have very powerful "memory-to-memory" transfer 
features built into their architectures, but this is not yet common. 

We see that the postmaster also has several sorting bins that sim-
›plify handling mail. Most pieces of mail have to go through one or 
more of these temporary stashes to allow sorting, routing, or for- 
›warding. Some of the stashes are simple bins that can be used any 
old way the postmaster wants. Others have one special use, such as 
the safe for registered mail. 

The CPU in a microprocessor also has its sorting bins. These are 
called the working registers of the micro. Working registers are 
involved in practically all micro actions. Some of these working reg- 
isters are very general stashes that can be used any way you like. 
Others have one special use. Some microprocessors have lots of 
working registers. Others may have fewer working registers but will 
have very fancy ways of getting things between the registers and 
the address space. These fancy ways are called address modes, 
and we will see lots more on them shortly. 

Buzzwords…

ADDRESS SPACE–The "reach" of a microprocessor’s 
CPU. The total number of available locations the
CPU can communicate with.

WORKING REGISTERS–Temporary stashes available 
inside the micro’s CPU that involve themselves 
with practically everything the CPU does.

ADDRESS MODES–Ways for the CPU to get something
into or out of a working register of an address 
space location.
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In most micros, the address space is outside the microprocessor 
chip and the CPU while the working registers are inside the micro- 
processor chip. This is similar to the user boxes, which are available 
to anyone from the lobby, compared to the sorting bins, which are 
available only to the postal employees. Some single-chip micros do 
include some or all of their address space internally, but in general, 
the address space area is separate and different from the working 
register area. 

Let’s take a closer look at one of our post office boxes. We’ll 
assume it’s in a small western town where everybody goes to the 
post office to get their mail. A typical box looks like this…

Repeating, an address is a location, and data is what goes in that 
location. Each address in a microcomputer must be unique. No mix-
ups can be allowed. The addresses in the address space are often 
identified by a hex number. The working registers are usually iden- 
tified by name or by a single letter. 
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